A parabolic integro differential operator operator L suitable to describe many phenomena in various physical fields,is considered. By means of equivalence between L and the third order equation which describe the evolution inside an exponentially shaped Josephson junction (ESJJ), an asymptotic analysis for (ESJJ) is achieved, evaluating explicitly boundary contributions related to the Dirichlet problem.
Introduction
The present paper deals with a third order differential equation which characterizes a lot of physical models linear or not. Many analogies among nonlinear operators and p.d.e. systems exist and the bibliography is large. (see, f.i. [1] [2] [3] ). Here, the semilinear equation, which characterizes exponentially shaped Josephson junctions (ESJJ) in superconductivity, is considered [4] [5] [6] [7] and equivalence with the following parabolic integro differential equation:
is proved. In this way a priori estimates are obtained and, by means of of a well known theorem on asymptotic behavior of convolutions, asymptotic effects of boundary perturbations for the solutions of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems are achieved.
Operator L defined in (1.2) can describe many physical phenomena and there is plenty of bibliography. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Moreover, assuming ε, a, b, β as positive constants, previous analyses have been done in [14] [15] [16] [17] . The fundamental solution K has been determined and many its properties have been proved. Moreover, Neumann, Dirichlet and mixed boundary value problems have been considered and non linear integral equations, whose Green functions have numerous properties typical of the diffusion equation, have been determined. When F = F (x, t, u), equation (1.2) involves some non linear phenomena both in superconductivity and in biology where characterizes reaction diffusion models like the FitzHugh-Nagumo system suitable to model the propagation of nerve impulses.
In superconductivity it is well known that the Josephson effect is modeled by the perturbed sine Gordon equation (PSGE) given by (sse,f.i. [18] ):
where u represents the difference between the phase of the wave functions for the two superconductors of the junction, γ is a forcing term that is proportional to a bias current, the α-term accounts for dissipation from normal electrons crossing the junction, and the ε-term accounts for dissipation from normal electrons flowing parallel to the junction. Besides, when the case of an exponentially shaped Josephson junction (ESJJ) is considered, denoting by λ a positive constant, the evolution of the phase inside the junction is described by the third order equation:
where terms λ ϕ x and λ ε ϕ xt represent the current due to the tapering and in particular λϕ x corresponds to a geometrical force driving the fluxons from the wide edge to the narrow edge. [19] [20] [21] . An exponentially shaped Josephson junction provides several advantages with respect to a rectangular junction. For instance it is possible to obtain a voltage which is not chaotic anymore, but rather periodic excluding, in this way, some among the possible causes of large spectral width. It is also proved that the problem of trapped flux can be avoided [22] [23] [24] [25] . Moreover, some devices as SQUIDs were built with exponentially tapered loop areas. [26] According to the meaning of source term F (x, t, u) equation (1.1) describes the evolution of several models. Besides, the kernel e −β(t−τ ) u(x, τ ) can be modified as physical situations demand. Particular choose done here is due to superconductive and biological models considered. Indeed,I have already said,it it possible to prove that since equation (1.1)both the FitzHugh Nagumo system and PSGE (1.2) can be deduced. Moreover, as proved further, the evolution in an Josephson junction with nonuniform width can be characterized,too.
Statement of the problem
Denoting by T an arbitrary positive constant let
Let us consider the following initial boundary value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions assigned to equation (1.1):
Denoting by K(x, t) the fundamental solution of the linear operator defined by (1.1),one has [17] :
where r = |x| / √ ε and J n (z) denotes the Bessel function of first kind and order n. One has:
Theorem 2.1. For all t > 0, the Laplace transform of K(r, t) with respect to t converges absolutely in the half-plane ℜe s > max( − a, −β ) and it results:
Let us now consider the following Laplace transforms with respect to t :
and letφ 1 (s),φ 2 (s) be the L transforms of the data ϕ i (t) (i = 1, 2).
Then the Laplace transform of the problem (2.1) is formally given by:
If one introduces the following theta function
then, by (2.4) and (2.5) one deduces:
Explicit solution
So, in order to obtain the inverse formula for (2.6), let us apply (2.3) to (2.5). Then, one deduces the following function which is similar to theta functions:
As a consequence, when F = f (x, t), by (2.5) the explicit solutions of the linear problem (P D ) is:
Owing to the basic properties of K 0 (x, t), it is easy to deduce the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. When the linear source f (x, t) is continuous in Ω T and the initial boundary data u 0 (x), g i (i = 1, 2) are continuous, then problem (P D ) admits a unique regular solution u(x, t) given by (3.8).
Equivalence with (ESJJ)
Among many others equivalences, a relevant one is that between operator L and equation 1.3 which describe the evolution inside an exponentially shaped Josephson junction.
By means of previous analysis, it is also possible to value explicitly the influences of the surface damping caused by the normal current flowing along the junction, so often neglected.(see,f.i. [7, 20] 
